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STILL THRIVES THIS LOVE (k.d. lang & Ben Mink)
----------------------------------------------
[In the intro, the vertical lines separate measures.  In the verse, each chord
   lasts for two measures.  In the chorus, each chord is half a measure.]
[Sometimes I play the Dm6 s in the chorus as x00201 - x00203 - x00765.  This
   makes it sound a little more authentic in the absence of a whole band.]

[Capo 3.]

|   D     Edim/D |   D7    Gdim/D |   A7      A13    A7no3 |   D       A7   |
| xx0232  xx0353 | xx0575  xx0686 | x02020  x04030  x05050 | xx0232  x02020 |
[intro]

|   D     Edim/D |   D7    Gdim/D |   A7      A13    A7no3 |   D            |
| xx0232  xx0353 | xx0575  xx0686 | x02020  x04030  x05050 | xx0232         |
[intro]

A7 [x02020]         Dm6 [x00201]
   I often wonder,              is it so?
A7                  Dm6
   All I am holding     wants let go
A7                     Dm6
   How could I manage?     I don t know
A7   Dm6   A7   Dm6
[instrumental]

I often question, is it so?
Life s contradictions tend to grow
Spawning the choices and the woes

    A7    A13    A7no3  A7no3   Dm6     Dm6   Dm6  D
But still some - how    thrives    this love,      which I
A7  A13  A7no3   A7no3   Dm6   Dm6  Dm6  Dm6
pray          I m     worthy of
A7    A13    A7no3  A7no3   Dm6     Dm6  Dm6  Dm6
Still some - how    thrives    this love



[Repeat intro]

I often worry, is it so?
The lessons of patience are learned slow
And earnings of labour may never show

But still somehow thrives this love, which I pray I m worthy of
Still somehow thrives this love

[Repeat first part of intro, end on the D major in the fourth measure.]


